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Present Issue :

Let us revisit our Judicial Treasure
and being proud of it
Dr. S. K. Kapoor
Ved Ratan

WELCOME ANNOUNCEMENT
State Judicial Services
Guidance facility

preparations

Finding necessity for guidance for all
those preparing for State Judicial
Services Competitions Examinations,
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd. has
decided to help with valuable guidance.
Interested persons are welcome.
Legal Audit and Moral Audit Services
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd., Delhi
has completed its research and is taking
up legal audit and moral audit services
for the Corporates.
Subhash Nagpal
Chairman
Paramount Law Consultants Ltd., Delhi

Dr. S. K. Kapoor
Ved Ratan
1
Our Judicial Treasure
Enrichment of our Judicial Treasure makes us
proud. Let us revisit contributions to Judicial
Treasure starting with our first Chief Justice
Hon‟ble Mr. Justice H. J. Kania, and reaching to
our junior most civil Judge today.
The idea of regular enrichment may be had by
being through 38 Judgments delivered by the
Supreme Court in the month of August, 2014
itself.
High Courts, District and Sub Division Courts
are regularly making contributions and are
enriching our judicial Treasure.
Let us revisit our Judicial Treasure and be
proud of it. Let it be our habit to continuously
visiting our judicial Treasure.
2
Let us revisit our judicial Treasure,
to imbibe its values
One model to properly imbibe the values and
virtues of our judicial Treasure is that one shall
chase the growth of one „judicial Mind‟ having
made contributions to our judicial Treasure.
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Judicial Academies shall help young judicial officers to provide full help
in making a choice for chase of „judicial Mind‟, whose contribution to be
followed and to be imbibed, by the young judicial officers.
All the available information and material in the form of judgments and
other documentations of the choiced „judicial Mind‟ shall be made available to
the young judicial officer having an urge to imbibe the values and virtues of the
choiced „judicial Mind‟. These days much information is available on the
websites of High Courts and Supreme Court.
Further in this era of digitization, many other sources are at hand for the
researchers.
3
Exciting project of preserving the
Judicial Wisdom and Experience
Justice S. D. Anand, retired Judge of Punjab and Haryana High Court is
visualizing an exciting project of preserving the Judicial Wisdom and
Experience.
He has a vision of approaching retired judges of High Courts and
Supreme Court, starting with the dignitaries settled at Chandigarh and to
request them to share their Wisdom and Experience and to permit them to be
preserved on video for the present young generation as well as for the posterity.
It is such an exciting vision that many here associated with Paramount
Law Consultant Ltd. Company have found it so blissful that they have desired
to be associated with this project. Needless to add that it is one project which
will go a long way to further enrich our judicial Treasure.
4
Judicial Mind is ever growing resource and
judicial treasure is ever enriching reservoir
During interaction with Justice S. D. Anand, it has made everybody here
thrill to know that Justice Anand has enrolled himself for Doctoral thesis with
the Law Faculty of MATS University, Raipur, Chattisgarh, India.
What an intensity of urge to know and research on the part of a judicial
mind who has already contributed 3437 judgments available in his name on the
website of Punjab and Haryana High Court. (http://lobis.nic.in/phhc/)
This much contribution by this „Judicial Mind‟, in itself, in my humble
opinion, deserves to be pursued by a law researcher for a doctoral thesis.
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This research in reference to this „Judicial Mind‟ will further add to the
research subject of focus as to the formatting of the judicial mind itself.
Justice S. D. Anand being through its initial evolutionary growth of
early phases of judicial responsibilities which in his case has been from the first
judicial pedestal of civil judge and same being through all the steps right uptill
being District & Sessions Judge, Vigilance before being Elevated as judge of
Punjab and Haryana High Court, being well documented in two volumes of his
autobiography will help the researcher to reach at the parameters of growth of
judicial mind.
Additional advantage in this case would be that the published biography
in two volumes titled „BARING THE FACTS (the prism is mine) (2013)‟, and
„Living in Vestibule‟ (2014).
Justice S. D. Anand is the textbook like illustration of „Judicial mind is
ever growing resource and judicial treasure is ever enriching reservoir. Justice
Anand has enrolled recently himself for Doctoral thesis with Law Faculty of
MATS University, Raipur, Chattisgarh, India .
And for the law researchers, Justice S. D. Anand as judicial mind is the
potential doctoral thesis subject.
What a blissful scenario (!): “Judicial Mind is ever growing resource
and judicial treasure is ever enriching reservoir”

